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NMF Non-Manual Features

MF Manual Features

INGR Ingressive

SEML Semelfactive

CAUSE Causative

GL Generative Lexicon

TEMPORAL Temporal Parameters

DH Dominant Hand

NDH Non Dominant Hand

BHEAD Body Anchored Head

BARM Body Anchored Arm

BHAND Body Anchored Hand

BTRUNK Body Anchored Trunk

HS Handshape

HM Hand Movement

PO Palm Orientation

LOC Location

SSL Signing Space Location

HEAD Head

EB Eyebrow

EL Eyelid

EG Eyegaze

CHKMODE Cheek Mode

MTHMODE Mouth Mode

TNGMODE Tongue Mode

HSMODE Handshape Mode
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ELMODE Eyelid Mode

EBMODE Eyebrow Mode

HM_MODE Hand Movement Mode

ED Event Duration

TL Timeline

AM Arm Movement

FA Forearm

UA Upper Arm

RSHL Right Shoulder

LSHL Left Shoulder

TNG Tongue
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1. Introduction

The purpose of this document is to provide a description of the SignON sign language (SL) lexicon and its

architecture. This document also seeks to provide an XML description for the Sign_A computational

framework (Murtagh, 2019), which we will leverage both within the lexicon entry descriptions and also,

within the development of a markup language that will interface with a realiser on the SL synthesis

facing pipeline. We will use avatar technology to synthesise the SL output within this development.
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The SL lexicon will cater for Irish Sign Language (ISL), Flemish Sign Language (VGT), Dutch Sign Language

(NGT), Spanish Sign Language (LSE) and British Sign Language (BSL). For this deliverable, the lexicon will

be populated with data relating to the ISL lexicon, as initial research provides a linguistic analysis of ISL.

We endeavour to accommodate both the established and the productive lexicon for ISL in this lexicon

architecture. As our linguistic analysis progresses as part of WP3, we will in turn progress the SL lexicons

for VGT, NGT, LSE and BSL. Further research will inform future iterations of the SL lexicon architecture for

these SLs.

We begin our report by outlining the function of the SL lexicon, and the attributes associated with it. We

go on to discuss the architecture of the lexicon and the various repositories associated with the lexicon,

that are the building blocks of this architecture. We then provide a SL lexeme repository XML

specification, which leads us to the final part of this section, where we provide a brief discussion on the

operations that may occur on the lexicon.

The second part of this document provides an in-depth XML specification for the Sign_A framework and

a discussion on this. We provide the specification for manual features (MFs), non-manual features

(NMFs), location or locus within 3D space <LOCATION> and also temporal parameters <TEMPORAL>.

Finally, we provide a section on conclusions and future considerations in terms of the SL lexicon and

Sign_A.

2. SignON Sign Language Lexicon

This section will describe the function of the SL lexicon, together with the attributes of this lexicon. We

shall describe the various components that encompass the SL lexicon architecture and we shall provide

an XML description of the SL lexicon pertaining to SL verbs, nouns and classifiers.

2.1 Lexicon function

Within the scope of the SignON project, the SL lexicon will function as a repository, which will be used for

the storage of the various phonemes, morphemes and lexemes of each SL, together with their associated

metadata. We will provide separate SL lexicons pertaining to each of the SLs catered for within the

SignON project. The SL lexicon will act as a repository that we will input into and also that we will draw

from, to provide information pertaining to each of the SLs catered for within the SignON project. The

repository will also allow for the storage of new signs that are not yet catered for by the system.
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Using an inter-lingua approach, the SL lexicon will be used to facilitate the effective machine translation

(MT) of lexical items from our source language to our target language, leveraging Role and Reference

Grammar (RRG) (Van Valin and LaPolla, 1997) and the Sign_A framework (Murtagh, 2019). For this first

iteration of the SL lexicon, we assume that our source language in this development is English and the

target language is ISL.

We provide an XML description of the Sign_A framework in section 3 of this document. We will leverage

this description in the development of our lexicon entries ensuring these entries are robust enough in

nature to cater for the linguistic phenomena associated with each respective SL. RRG + Sign_A Logical

Structures (LSs) will be used to define SL verb lexical entries, which will serve as an intermediary

semantic representation of our SLs.

2.2 Lexicon attributes

Attributes of the SL lexicon are that it must be machine readable and also that the lexicon should be

persistent.

In order to satisfy machine readability, we leverage Extensible Markup Language (XML) in our

specification of SL lexicon entries. We leverage XML in this regard, due to its ability to describe data (XML

is self-describing) and also due to its ability to provide hierarchical structure and organisation, when

working with large amounts of complex information. Using XML provides us with a computational

description, which will allow for seamless data interchange for sign language, across the SignON

application.

With regard to the ability to maintain data between sessions we propose that the XML must be serialised

out to a file so that the state of the SL repository and lexicon may be saved in order to re-create this for

each new session.

2.3 Lexicon high level architecture

We implement our lexicon leveraging RRG (Van Valin and La Polla, 1997), together with the Sign_A

framework (Murtagh, 2019) to create lexicon entries that will sufficiently accommodate SL. RRG views

language as a system of communicative social action. RRG defines grammatical structures in relation to

both semantic and communicative functions. Syntax is viewed as being relatively motivated by semantic

and pragmatic factors. RRG is sufficiently flexible and robust to accommodate SL at a semantic, syntactic

and pragmatic level. It allows us to address certain characteristics that have proven problematic for head
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driven phrase structure grammar (HPSG), which was utilised in the development of a computational

lexicon for British Sign Language (BSL) (Sáfár and Glauert, 2012). Many of the rules found in the HPSG

literature do not apply to SLs, and therefore, to adequately represent SLs, we leverage the use of RRG

and extend its capability using the Sign_A framework, allowing us to develop a lexicon architecture that

is sufficiently robust in nature to cater for the linguistic phenomena pertinent to SLs.

Articulatory Structure Level (Murtagh, 2019), is an extension to Pustejovsky (1991) and the theory of the

Generative Lexicon (GL). Articulatory Structure Level, enables us to cater for the various linguistic

phenomena consistent with SL. Articulatory Structure Level extends GL theory (Pustejovsky 1991),

introducing a fifth level of lexical representation, which accounts for the essential (computational)

phonological parameters of an object as defined by the lexical item. With regard to the Sign_A

framework, the “A” within this term represents Articulatory Structure Level. Articulatory Structure Level

for lexical meaning, allows us to accommodate the linguistic phenomena consistent with SL and to

develop a lexicon architecture capable of accommodating SL in computational linguistic terms.

With regard to RRG, the model of grammar incorporates many of the points of view of current functional

theories of grammar (Van Valin, 2005). In RRG, the description of a sentence in a particular language is

formulated in terms of its logical structure and communicative functions, and the grammatical

procedures that are available in the language for the expression of these meanings (Yasser et al., 2008).

In RRG, semantic decomposition of predicates and their semantic argument structures are represented

as logical structures. The lexicon in RRG takes the position that lexical entries for verbs should contain

unique information only, with as much information as possible derived from general lexical rules.

RRG can be described as a monostratal theory positing only one level of syntactic representation, the

actual form of the sentence. Therefore, there is only one syntactic representation for a sentence. This

representation corresponds to the actual form of the sentence. RRG does not allow any phonologically

null elements in the syntax; if there’s nothing there, there’s nothing there (Van Valin, 2005).

The following diagram (Figure 1) from Van Valin (2005) provides an illustration of the organisation of the

RRG architecture including constructional schemata. Van Valin (2005) takes the position that

constructions within RRG are utilised to capture language specific idiosyncratic linguistic behavior.
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Figure 1. The organisation of the RRG architecture, Van Valin (2005)

With regard to our SL lexicon architecture, Figure 2 provides a high level view of the RRG + Sign_A

framework architecture. We include a lexeme repository, which maintains the NMF and MF lexemes of

ISL. We also include a morpheme store, which maintains those grammatical units that demonstrate no

conceptual meaning. We propose a morpheme store and a lexeme repository to cater for ISL

morphemes and ISL lexemes respectively. We use the context of an utterance to decipher whether an

item should be placed within the morpheme store or within the lexeme repository of the Sign_A

framework architecture. An item may exist within the morpheme store and also exist within the lexeme

repository depending on its context within any given sentence. ISL morphemes, which demonstrate

grammatical function, but lack any conceptual meaning will be placed within a morpheme store, while

ISL lexemes or those morphemes that function in grammatical terms while also exhibiting conceptual

meaning will reside within a lexeme repository. The lexicon maintains the RRG + Sign_A rich logical

structures for ISL. The grammar component is responsible for maintaining and assembling the clause,

ensuring that word order, agreement features, tense etc. are aligned and assembled correctly.
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Figure 2 RRG + Sign_A Lexicon Architecture (Murtagh, 2019: 248)

2.4 Sign language lexicon categories

This section will provide a discussion on the various categories that exist to date within our lexeme

repository. In order to provide some context, we provide a brief discussion of RRG, the theoretical model

of grammar that we use in the development of this lexicon architecture. We also provide a brief

overview on our approach in the development of our verb, classifier and noun lexical entries. We draw

on Murtagh (2019) in this description.

2.4.1 SL Verbs

RRG semantic representation is based on a system of lexical representation and semantic roles. RRG

employs the system of lexical decomposition proposed by Vendler (1967). Saeed (2015) defines the task

of a semanticist as showing “how the inherent semantic distinctions carried by verbs, and verb phrases,

map into a system of situation types”. Saeed (ibid.: 119) identifies Vendler’s influential approach to doing

this (Vendler, 1967: 97-121).

Within RRG, verbs are represented in the lexicon according to their Aktionsart classification. Verbs can be

divided into four distinct classes: states, activities, achievements and accomplishments. These four

classes can be further defined by three features: [±static], [±punctual], and [±telic] (Binns-Dray, 2004).

Static indicates if a verb represents something happening. If one can answer the question, “What
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happened?” or “What is happening?” then the verb is seen to be static. Telic represents whether a verb

describes a state of affairs that has a terminal end point. Achievements and accomplishments are telic,

or bounded, as in The clothes are drying on the line, while states and activities are atelic, or unbounded,

as in John is running in the park. Punctual represents whether a telic verb (achievements and

accomplishments) has internal duration or not (Binns-Dray, 2004). There are two additional classes;

active accomplishments, which describe telic uses of activity verbs (e.g. devour) and also semelfactives

(punctual events; Smith, 2009).

SL verbs will be represented in the SL lexicon according to their Aktionsart classification (Vendler, 1967).

A single verb can have more than one Aktionsart interpretation. For example the verb ‘march’ would be

listed in the lexicon as an activity verb, and lexical rules would derive the other uses from the basic

activity use. The lexical representation of a verb or other predicate is termed its LOGICAL STRUCTURE

[LS]. State predicates are represented simply as predicate´, while all activity predicates contain do´.

Accomplishments, which are durative, are distinguished from achievements, which are punctual.

Accomplishment LSs contain BECOME, while achievement LSs contain INGR, which is short for

‘ingressive’. Semelfactives contain SEML. In addition, causation is treated as an independent parameter

that crosscuts the six Aktionsart classes. It is represented by CAUSE in LSs. The lexical representations for

each type of spoken language verb shown above are provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Lexical representation for Aktionsart classes, Van Valin and La Polla (1997: 109)

Aktionsart Class Logical Structure

State predicate' (x) or (x, y)

Activity do' (x, [predicate' (x) or (x, y)]}

Achievement INGR predicate' (x) or (x, y), or
INGR do' (x, [predicate' (x) or (x, y)]}

Accomplishment BECOME predicate' (x) or (x, y), or
BECOME do' (x, [predicate' (x) or (x, y)]}

Active accomplishment do' (x, [predicate1,' (x, (y))]) & BECOME predicate2; (z, x) or (y)

Causative α CAUSE β where α, β are representations of any type
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Table 2 provides sample sentences in ISL from Murtagh (2019: 142), where the Aktionsart class or event

type is provided, together with the tripartite verb class  (Padden, 1988).

Table 2. ISL sentences with varied event types and tripartite verb types, Murtagh (2019)

Gloss and English
Translation

ISL Verb ISL Verb
Class

Transitivity Event Type Reference

REAL LOVE MY JOB
‘I really love my job’

LOVE plain transitive State SOI Corpus
Noeleen (03)
Personal
Stories
(Dublin)

C+ACCUSE+f
‘I blame you’

ACCUSE double
agreement

transitive Activity McDonnell
(1996:160,
Example
5.62)

BOY SLAP+face c
‘The boy slapped me on
the face’

SLAP locative
agreement
(body
anchored)

transitive Achievement McDonnell
(1996: 179,
Example
5.132)

Murtagh (2019) provides an analysis of ISL verbs covering all event types, however, in this case we will

focus on ISL verbs according to the traditional tripartite verb class. We include one verb type for ISL for

each tripartite verb class, namely, plain, agreement and spatial (body anchored). We use the information

in Table 2 to produce RRG + Sign_A rich logical structures (LSs), capable of representing SL within our SL

lexicon. With regard to lexical entries, we leverage Articulatory Structure Level (Murtagh, 2019), an

extension to Pustejovsky (1991) and the theory of the Generative Lexicon (GL) to cater for the various

linguistic phenomena consistent with SL.

An illustration of the first sentence in Table 2, taken from the SOI corpus (Leeson et al., 2006), is provided

in Example 1 below. The other two sentences shown in the table are from the literature (McDonnell,

1996). Unfortunately there are no signed examples available for illustration.

Example 1
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REAL LOVE MY JOB
‘I really love my job’

SOI Corpus Noeleen (03) Personal Stories (Dublin)

Previous to providing the RRG + Sign_A logical structures for the sentences in Table 2, we provide an

overview of the subcategories represented by the manual feature <MF> and non-manual feature <NMF>

computational phonological parameters utilised in the RRG + Sign_A logical structures.

Example 2

<MF> (<HAND><HS><HM><PO><AM><FA><UA>)

Example 3

<NMF> (<HEAD><EB><EL><EG><CHEEK><MOUTH><TNG><NOSE><SHOULDER><MOUTHING><MOUTHGESTURE>)

For ease of reading, Table 3 provides a reference for the MF and NMF abbreviations.

Table 3. Sign_A manual feature <MF> and non manual feature <NMF> abbreviations

Feature XML Name Description

Manual Feature <MF> <HAND> Hand

Manual Feature <MF> <HS> Handshape

Manual Feature <MF> <HM> Hand movement

Manual Feature <MF> <PO> Palm orientation

Manual Feature <MF> <AM> Arm movement

Manual Feature <MF> <FA> Forearm

Manual Feature <MF> <UA> Upper arm
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Non Manual Feature <NMF> <HEAD> Head

Non Manual Feature <NMF> <EB> Eyebrow

Non Manual Feature <NMF> <EL> Eyelid

Non Manual Feature <NMF> <EG> Eye gaze

Non Manual Feature <NMF> <CHEEK> Cheek

Non Manual Feature <NMF> <MOUTH> Mouth

Non Manual Feature <NMF> <TNG> Tongue

Non Manual Feature <NMF> <NOSE> Nose

Non Manual Feature <NMF> <SHOULDER> Shoulder

Non Manual Feature <NMF> <MOUTHING> Mouthing

Non Manual Feature <NMF> <MOUTHGESTURE> Mouth gesture

Please refer to Section 3 of this document for further discussion and an in-depth XML specification of

these MF and NMF parameters. Examples 4-6 following provide the ISL sentences taken from Table 2 and

also include the Sign_A + RRG logical structures associated with these sentences.

Example 4

REAL LOVE MY JOB
‘I really love my job’

LOVE <TEMPORAL><MF><NMF> (1sg, JOB)

Plain verbs are typically not marked for person or location (McDonnell 1996: 116). Example 4 provides

the RRG logical structure for ISL plain verb LOVE, which has a situation type of state. The participant is

referring to the fact that ‘she loves her job’, with job being introduced and established earlier in the

discourse.

Example 5

c+ACCUSE+f

‘I blame you’

McDonnell (1996: 160, Example 5.62)

do′(1sg , [ a ACCUSE′ b <TEMPORAL><MF> <LOC> <NMF> (a1sg , b2sg)])
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Example 5 provides an ISL double person agreement verb ACCUSE, which has a situation type of activity.

The signer (c referring to canonical locus) is situated within the alocus in this example, which has a

location in front of the signer’s chest or L1, based on our Sign_A signing space specification in section

3.4.5. The movement is towards the blocus (in this case forward locus representing YOU), which has a

location in at L2_mid on the Sign_A framework (section 3.4.5). Arm movement is from alocus to blocus.

Example 6

BOY SLAP+face c
‘The boy slapped me on the face’

McDonnell (1996: 179, Example 5.132)

on(cface,[aSLAP′b<TEMPORAL><MF><NMF> (aBOY, b1sg)])

Example 6 provides the proposed logical structure for the ISL body anchored locative agreement verb

SLAP. Similar to the spoken language RRG logical structure for English, the slap occurs on the location of

the face. The PP expresses the location of the event of slapping and therefore, on is identified as the

highest predicate in the logical structure and it takes the face and the logical structure for slap as its two

arguments. Slobin and Hoiting (1994) provide a reference to movement in spoken and signed languages,

where space is used to represent space and motion is used to represent motion. The clocus is a body

anchored location (the face) and it is associated with the blocus (the signer in this case) as the slap occurs

on the signer’s face. We provide an XML specification of the Sign_A body anchored <BA> locations in

section 3.4. The body anchored <LOCATION> allocation will be used to situate the slap on either the right

or the left cheek of the signer in this example.

Lexeme repository entries for Examples 4, 5 and 6 are specified in section 2.5.1.

2.4.2 SL Classifiers

Classifier predicates differ from the other main verb categories in sign language because the handshape

functions as a morpheme and also as a “classifier”. Classifier handshapes combine with various types of

movement morphemes, and there are morphosyntactic constraints on these combinations (Supalla,

1982).

Example 7 provides an ISL sentence, person two legs, classifier construction.

Example 7
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_______________________________________________________puff cheeks

dh:V-CL+BENT +(f+MOVE-horizontal-circle +sl+horizontal orientation)

nh:V-CL+BENT +(f+MOVE-horizontal-circle +sr+orientation-sr+hi)

‘He explored the area’

SOI Corpus Orla (04) Personal Stories (Dublin)

Example 7 illustrates the use of a +animate person two legs whole entity classifier. It is represented as

the xalocus entry in the LS shown in Example 8 following. The x in this case is used to associate the xa3sgM

LS entry with the entity introduced earlier in the discourse, i.e. the signer’s husband. This x depicts and is

a reference to the signer’s husband. The a in the xa3sg LS entry denotes the reference to classifier

handshape, now representing the husband entity. This classifier handshape argument represents the

theme or subject of the ISL sentence and is used to denote the husband exploring the area. The location

of the blocus (bthe area), the place in 3D space on the palm of the signer’s two hands that the V classifier

(V-CL) moves around i.e. the horizontal orientation for the dominant hand and orientation to the signer’s

right and upwards for the non-dominant hand.

Table 4, illustrates an analysis of the ISL sentence, defining the ISL verb class, verb transitivity, Aktionsart

class, classifier type. Example 8 provides the RRG + Sign_A logical structure for this sentence.

Table 4. Analysis of ISL sentence person two legs classifier (Murtagh, 2019: 178)

Verb Class Transitivity Aktionsart Class Classifier Type

Classifier
[47] V bent fingers

intransitive activity Whole Entity
+animate
two legs

Example 8

xa V-CL+BENT +(f+MOVE-horizontal-circle +sl).V-CL+BENT

+(f+MOVE-horizontal-circle+sr)b′<TEMPORAL><MF><NMF> (xa3sgM, horizontal orientation.

orientation-sr+hi b)
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The SL lexeme repository entry for Example 8 is specified in section 2.5.2.

2.4.3 SL Nouns

ISL signs are inflected for grammatical information in similar ways to spoken language and while plural in

English nouns is often marked by suffixation of a bound morpheme, for example –s in singular/plural

pairs like girl/girls, in other languages plurals are marked by partial or full reduplication. Leeson and

Saeed (2012) provide the example of ISL showing the sign for HOUSE, which has been repeated three

times HOUSE+++. This communicates the meaning ‘houses’. ISL nouns may be inflected for grammatical

information in similar ways to spoken language. ISL nouns may combine with determiners to identify a

specific entity. Leeson and Saeed (2012) provide the example of THIS and THAT, which is represented by

the index handshape in ISL, pointing to neutral space in front of the signer. The use of indexing to

reference various entities and also in the use of determiners makes it difficult to provide generalisations

due to the array of possible functions. Further research must be carried out in our linguistic analysis

(WP3) to investigate indexing and the SL linguistic phenomena associated with indexing.

The example following provides an RRG minimal semantic description described by Van Valin (2005), for

the spoken English noun “novel”. We extend this to accommodate the lexical entry for a SL noun in

Example 10.

Example 9. Minimal semantic description for the noun “novel” (Van Valin, 2005)

Novel (y) 

Const: narrative(y) 

Form: book(y), disk(y),

Telic: do (x, [read x,y]) 

Agentive: artifact(y), do (x, [write (x,y)] & INGR exist (y))

Example 10. Minimal semantic description for the ISL noun “NOVEL” (Murtagh, 2019)

Novel (y)

Const: narrative(y) 

From: book(y [<TEMPORAL><MF><NMF>]), disk(y[<TEMPORAL><MF><NMF>]) 

Telic: do (x, [read′<TEMPORAL><MF><NMF> (x,y)]) 

Agentive: artifact(y), do (x, [write′<TEMPORAL><MF><NMF> (x,y)] & INGR exist (y))

Example 11 and Example 12 illustrate lexicon entries for ISL nouns LADDER and DINNER.
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Example 11. Minimal semantic description for the ISL noun “LADDER” (Murtagh, 2019)

LADDER (REF y)

Form: EXTENSION(REF y [<TEMPORAL><MF><NMF>]) 

Telic: do (x, [CLIMB′<TEMPORAL><MF><NMF> (x, REF y)]) 

Agentive: artifact(REF y), do (x, [BUILD′<TEMPORAL><MF><NMF> (x, REF y)] & INGR exist (REF y))

Example 12. Minimal semantic description for the ISL noun “DINNER” (Murtagh, 2019)

DINNER (REF y)

Const: food items,…..(REF y) 

Form: physical(REF y [<TEMPORAL><MF><NMF>]),

Telic: do (x, [EAT′<TEMPORAL><MF><NMF> (x, REF y)]) 

Agentive: MAKE (REF y), BECOME MAKE′<TEMPORAL><MF><NMF> (REF y, dinner)

Murtagh (2019) defines REFLOC refers to an (x, y, z) reference and represents the locus or (x, y, z) location

parameter in space in which a specific entity has been established previously within the discourse. Once

an entity such as a noun is established within the discourse, the position within 3D space can be used as

a method of referencing this entity. We accommodate this at the point of definition of the entity, where

we also allow for a reference parameter or a locus parameter, which is a placeholder in 3D space for the

specific location that the entity exists. This parameter allows us to reference the location of an entity

within the discourse if necessary. REFLOC, which will be used to store the (x,y,z) coordinates of the

location within 3D space where the noun exists. The SL lexeme repository XML description is provided in

section 2.5.3.

2.5 Sign Language Lexeme Repository XML Description

In this section we provide an XML description of the SL lexeme repository. We begin with our description

for SL verbs, referring to the sentences described in Table 2 (section 2.4.1). We include the information

from Table 2 in each example, together with the verb lexeme repository XML description for ease of

reading.

2.5.1 SL Verbs

Based on Table 2 in section 2.4.1, Table 5 provides the Sign_A framework, ISL plain verb lexeme

repository XML description.

Table 5  ISL plain verb lexeme repository XML description
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Gloss REAL LOVE MY JOB

English Translation ‘I really love my job’

RRG+Sign_A Logical Structure LOVE´ <TEMPORAL><MF><NMF> (1sg, JOB)

Lexeme Repository XML SL Verb Entry

<ISLGlossTranslate="LOVE" IPA=”/lʌv/" LogicalStructure= "LOVE´<TEMPORAL>
<LOCATION><MF><NMF> (1sg, JOB);" NumberVerb="sg" P.O.S="PlainVerb" personVerb="3rd"
tenseVerb="PRES" love/>

Manual Features <MF>

<HAND><dh>"right"</dh><ndh>"left"</ndh></HAND>

<HS><HSMode>unique</HSMode><HSID><value>24</value></HSID>

<AM><Spatial><SOURCE>“alocus”</SOURCE><GOAL>“ blocus”</GOAL>EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn> </SPATIAL><AM>

<PO><p2><p2_i><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></p2_i><p1_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></p2_n><T
Lti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></p1></PO>

Manual Features <MF>

<MOUTHING><VERB_ONE_TO_ONE><VERBIPA>”/lʌv/”</VERBIPA></VERB_ONE_TO_ONE></MOUTHING

Table 6 provides the Sign_A framework, ISL double agreement verb lexeme repository XML description.

Table 6 ISL double agreement verb lexeme repository XML description

Gloss c+ACCUSE+f

English Translation ‘I blame you’

RRG+Sign_A Logical Structure do′(1sg , [ a ACCUSE′b <TEMPORAL><MF> <LOC> <NMF> (a1sg ,
b2sg)])

Lexeme Repository XML SL Verb Entry

<ISLGlossTranslate="ACCUSE" IPA=”/bleɪm/" LogicalStructure="do´(1sg , [ a ACCUSE´ b
<TEMPORAL><LOCATION><MF><NMF> (a1sg , b2sg)]);" NumberVerb="sg"
P.O.S="DoubleAgrementVerb" personVerb="1st" tenseVerb="PRES" blame/>

Manual Features <MF>

<HAND><dh>"right"</dh><ndh>"left"</ndh></HAND>
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<HS><HSMode>unique</HSMode><HSID><value>24</value></HSID>

<AM><Spatial><SOURCE>“alocus”</SOURCE><GOAL>“ blocus”</GOAL>EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn> </SPATIAL><AM>

<PO><p1><p1_i><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></p1_i><p1_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></p1_n><T
Lti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></p1></PO>

Location Features <LOCATION>

alocus <L1><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></L1>

blocus=<L3_Mid><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></L3_Mid>=REFLOC

Table 7 provides the Sign_A framework, ISL locative agreement (body anchored) verb lexeme repository
XML description.

Table 7 ISL double agreement verb lexeme repository XML description

Gloss BOY SLAP+face c

English Translation ‘The boy slapped me on the face’

RRG+Sign_A Logical
Structure

on(cface,[aSLAP′b<TEMPORAL><MF><NMF> (aBOY, b1sg)])

Lexeme Repository XML SL Verb Entry

<ISLGlossTranslate="SLAP"IPA=”/slæp/"LogicalStructure="on(cface,[aSLAP´b<TEMPORAL><LO
CATION><MF><NMF>(aBOY, b1sg)]);" NumberVerb="sg"
P.O.S="LocativeAgreementVerb_BA"personVerb="3rd" tenseVerb="PAST" slap/>

Manual Feature Description<MF>

<HAND><dh>"right"</dh><ndh>"left"</ndh></HAND>

<HS><HSMode>unique</HSMode><HSID><value>1</value></HSID>

<AM><Spatial><SOURCE>“alocus”</SOURCE><GOAL>“ clocus”</GOAL>EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn> </SPATIAL><AM>

<PO><p1><p1_i><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></p1_i><p1_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></p1_n><T
Lti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></p1></PO>

Location Feature Description <LOCATION>

alocus = <L3_Mid><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></L3_Mid>=REFLOC
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blocus=<L1><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></L1>

clocus=<BA><leftCheek><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></leftCheek></BA>

<HAND> right hand of signer is dominant hand
<HS> one hand [1]
<LOC> (alocus pronominal reference/source or subject (the boy)) (blocus person being slapped.) (clocus is the body
anchored location or goal (the face))
<AM> from alocus  to clocus //shows direction
<PO> palm towards signer’s face

2.5.2 SL Classifiers

Table 8 provides the Sign_A framework, ISL “person two leg”s classifier, lexeme repository XML
description.

Table 8 ISL person two legs, classifier, lexeme repository XML description

Gloss
_______________________________________________________puff cheeks

dh: V-CL+BENT +(f+MOVE-horizontal-circle +sl+horizontal orientation)

nh: V-CL+BENT +(f+MOVE-horizontal-circle +sr+orientation-sr+hi)

English Translation ‘He explored the area’

RRG+Sign_A Logical
Structure

xa V-CL+BENT +(f+MOVE-horizontal-circle +sl).V-CL+BENT

+(f+MOVE-horizontal-circle+sr)b′<TEMPORAL><MF><NMF> (xa3sgM, horizontal

orientation. orientation-sr+hi b)

Lexeme Repository XML SL Verb Entry

<ISLGlossTranslate="EXPLORE" IPA=”/ɪkˈsplɔː(r)/" LogicalStructure="xa V-CL+BENT
+(f+MOVE-horizontal-circle +sl).V-CL+BENT +(f+MOVE-horizontal-circle+sr) b

<TEMPORAL><MF><NMF> (xa3sgM, horizontal orientation. orientation-sr+hi b);"

NumberClassifier="sg" P.O.S="WholeEntityclassifier" personClassifier="3rd"
tenseClassifier="PAST" explore/>

Manual Feature Description<MF>

<HAND><dh>"right"</dh><ndh>"left"</ndh></HAND>

<HS><HSMode>Mirrored</HSMode><HSID><value>47</value></HSID>

<AM><MIRROROPP><AMcircle><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn> </AMcircle></MIRROROPP><AM>

<PO><dh><p1><p1_i><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></p1_i><p1_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></p1_
n><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></p1></dh></PO>
<PO><ndh><p1><p1_i><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></p1_i><p1_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></p1
_n><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></p1></ndh></PO>
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Location Feature Description <LOCATION>

<L4_Mid><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></L4_Mid>

He Explored the Area

<HS> DHDef[((f1Shape_i: f1Shape_n, eventDuration(ti, tn)),(f2Shape_i: f2Shape_n,
eventDuration(ti, tn)), (f3Shape_i: f3Shape_n, eventDuration(ti, tn)), (f4Shape_i: f4Shape_n,  eventDuration(ti, tn)),
(tShape_i:tShape_n, eventDuration(ti, tn)), timeLine(ti, tn)), (tOverlap_i:tOverlap_n, eventDuration(ti, tn)),
timeLine(ti, tn)), (tPalm_i:tPalm_n,
eventDuration(ti, tn)), timeLine(ti, tn))]

<NDH> ndhDef[((f1Shape_i: f1Shape_n, eventDuration(ti, tn)),(f2Shape_i: f2Shape_n,
eventDuration(ti, tn)), (f3Shape_i: f3Shape_n, eventDuration(ti, tn)), (f4Shape_i: f4Shape_n, eventDuration(ti, tn)),
(tShape_i:tShape_n, eventDuration(ti, tn)), timeLine(ti, tn)), (tOverlap_i:tOverlap_n, eventDuration(ti, tn)),
timeLine(ti, tn)), (tPalm_i:tPalm_n, eventDuration(ti, tn)), timeLine(ti, tn))]

<LOCATION> [((L4_mid /*(neutral space in front of signer))*/, eventDuration (ti,tn), timeLine (ti, tn))])

<AM> NDH[AMDef( (locus xi,yi,zi:  xn,yn,zn || SSLDef: SSLDef|| circular), eventDuration(t1, tn), timeline(ti,tn),
hsDef, wDef, pODef, fADef, uADef )]
DH[AMDef( (locus xi,yi,zi:  xn,yn,zn || SSLDef: SSLDef|| circular), eventDuration(t1, tn), timeline(ti,tn), hsDef, wDef,
pODef, fADef, uADef )]

<PO> poDef( [LH ((xi,yi,zi: xn, yn, zn), eventDuration (ti,tn), timeLine (ti, tn))],
[RH ((xi,yi,zi: xn, yn, zn), eventDuration (ti,tn), timeLine (ti, tn))])

<EG> [left, eventDuration (ti,tn), timeLine (ti, tn)]

Note: <LOCUS> (xalocus: handshape reference to husband introduced earlier) (blocus: reference to “the area”
being explored).

2.5.3 SL Nouns

The following XML description is of the ISL lexeme repository definition for ISL nouns. We include an

International Phonetic Alphabet description of each noun, so that the noun can be mouthed if necessary,

within the discourse.

Example 13. ISL noun lexeme repository definition

<Nouns>
<GlossTranslate="BOY" IPA=”/bɔɪ/" Number="sg" PartOfSpeech="Noun" gender="M" type="def"
boy/>
<GlossTranslate="MY JOB" IPA=”/dʒɒb/"Number="sg" PartOfSpeech="Noun" gender="NoGender"
type="def" my job/>
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<GlossTranslate="FACE" IPA=”/feɪs/" Number="sg" PartOfSpeech="Noun" gender="NoGender"
type="def" the face/>
<GlossTranslate="HUSBAND" IPA=”/ˈhʌzbənd/" Number="sg" PartOfSpeech="Noun" gender="M"
type="Indef" husband/>
</Nouns>

2.5.4 SL Phonetic Inventory

The phonetic inventory for ISL contains 79 handshapes (Matthews, 2005). It is proposed that these

handshapes be defined, based on the Sign_A framework <MF>, <LOCATION> and <TEMPORAL>

parameters. These handshapes will reside within our morphological inventory.

Similarly, due to the fact that NMF are a discrete set of transformations that can be applied to the avatar

mesh, e.g. the nose crinkled or the nose flared, we also propose that an inventory of these NMFs be

prepared, containing the NMF grammatical items.

2.6 Operations on the lexicon

With regard to the meaning of “sign” in linguistic terms, Zeshan (2007) reports that “signs” in SL are

situated at an equivalent level of organisation as words in spoken language and these units have

psychological and cultural validity for their users. Meir (2012) proposes that SLs have words, which can

be defined as “conventionalised units of form-meaning correspondence, like spoken languages”.

Brennan (1994) concludes that the sign in SL clearly functions as the linguistic unit we know as the word.

Following Brennan (1994), Leeson and Saeed (2012) propose that signs are equivalent to words in

spoken language in terms of grammatical role. Stokoe (1960) described signs as being much more

simultaneously organised than words. Signs are not holistic units, but are made up of specific

formational units: hand configuration, movement, and location (Stokoe, 1960).

In terms of functionality of the lexicon, it will be possible to add to the lexicon to create new signs that

are not catered for by the lexicon. It will also be possible to modify signs that exist within the lexicon.

Other functions of the lexicon will be to read from the lexicon and also and to write to the lexicon. These

operations on the lexicon will be dealt with in the next deliverable iteration.

3. Sign_A Framework XML Specification

In this section, we provide an XML description for the Sign_A framework computational phonological

parameters. In doing so, we provide a concise hierarchical computational description of the framework,

providing clarity in terms of the structure of Sign_A, while also providing a computational description,

which will allow for seamless data interchange for sign language, across the SignON application.
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3.1 Manual Feature XML Definition

Communication across sign languages occurs using visual-gestural modality, encompassing manual

features (MFs) and non-manual features (NMFs). MFs, which include hand shapes, hand locations, hand

movements and the orientation of the palm of the hands, will be described and accounted for here as an

XML description. Throughout this section of the document, we draw on the Sign_A framework

computational phonological parameters (Murtagh, 2019) in the development of this XML definition.

3.1.1 Hand <HAND>

The example below illustrates an XML computational definition for the hands, where the “dominant

hand” is defined as <dh>, and the “non dominant hand” as <ndh> within the Sign_A framework.

Example 14 provides an illustration of this.

Example 14

<HAND>
<dh></dh>
<ndh></ndh>

</HAND>

We must initialise one of, either the right hand or left hand, as the “dominant hand” <dh>, and the other

as the “non dominant hand” <ndh>. Example 15 below provides an example of initialising the right hand

as the dominant hand.

Example 15

<MF>
<HAND>

<dh>"right"</dh>
<ndh>"left"</ndh>

</HAND>
...
</MF>

3.1.2 Handshape <HS>

Handshapes are used within sign language in the formation of signed vocabulary. O’Baoill and Matthews

(2000) describe how signs are formed by applying a set of phonological rules to a combination of

handshapes. Identification of these handshapes and permissible combinations provides us with an

understanding of the building blocks of the formation of signs. With regard to our computational

framework, Murtagh (2019) defines the various articulators used in the formation of SL handshapes. The

handshape parameter refers to the position of the fingers and thumb of the hand in 3D space. This must
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include four separate x, y, z coordinates, each representing an Inverse Kinematics (IK) driver for the four

fingers1 f1, f2, f3, f4) and also parameters referring to the thumb and position of the thumb.

Within 3D space the thumb can rotate 360 degrees around a central axis. It may also be overlapped

across a fisted hand or sit at a point along a line in relation to the palm of the hand. It is assumed that

the thumb has been developed and constrained within 3D space to reflect similar capabilities and

constraints to a normal human hand thumb movement. The handshape computational parameters used

to represent the thumb are: thumb(x, y, z), tOverlap(x, y, z) and tPalm(x, y, z). Example 16 provides an

illustration of the XML definition for the handshape computational phonological parameter. Temporal

parameters, illustrated in Example 16 are described in detail in Section 3.4. These include event duration

parameters <EDti> and <EDtn>, together with timeline parameters <TLti> and <TLtn>.

Example 16

<HS>
<HSMode></HSMode>
<HSID> <!—This is used if handshape is recognised-->

<value></value><!--From the base phonetic inventory of the SL-->
<f1Shape>

<f1Shape_i><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></f1Shape_i>
<f1Shape_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></f1Shape_n>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</f1Shape>
<f2Shape>

<f2Shape_i><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></f2Shape_i>
<f2Shape_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></f2Shape_n>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</f2Shape>
<f3Shape>

<f3Shape_i><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></f3Shape_i>
<f3Shape_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></f3Shape_n>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</f3Shape>
<f4Shape>

<f4Shape_i><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></f4Shape_i>
<f4Shape_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></f4Shape_n>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</f4Shape>
<tShape>

<tShape_i><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></tShape_i>
<tShape_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></tShape_n>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</tShape>
<tOverLap>

<tOverLap_i><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></tOverLap_i>
<tOverLap_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></tOverLap_n>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</tOverLap>
<tPalm>

<tPalm_i><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></tPalm_i>
<tPalm_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></tPalm_n>

1 f1, f2, f3 and f4 refer to the index, middle, ring and pinky (little finger) respectively.
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<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>
</tPalm>

</HSID>

Where there is evidence of simultaneity occurring within the sign language discourse, the handshape

parameter is mirrored on both hands. A handshape shall therefore have the same configuration on both

the dominant and the non-dominant hand. We provide for this by including a handshape mode attribute,

<HSMode>, within our XML. The mode is initialised to “mirrored”, when we have a simultaneous

articulation. Otherwise, the handshape mode is initialised to “unique”, wherein, both the dominant hand

<dh> and the non-dominant hand <ndh>, articulate varying hand configurations on both hands.

We also include an attribute that maintains a handshape ID element <HSID>. This attribute stores the id

number of the handshapes from the phonetic inventory of handshapes for each sign language. With

regard to ISL, Matthews (2005) reports that there are currently 79 base handshapes within the ISL

phonetic inventory. Table 9 illustrates the handshape mode attribute.

Table 9. Handshape mode attribute

Handshape mode <HS_Mode> Description

Unique Handshape shall have a varied configuration on the
dominant and the non-dominant hand.

Mirrored Handshape shall have the same configuration on
both the dominant and the non-dominant hand.

3.1.3 Hand Movement <HM>

Similar to the handshape parameter, where there is evidence of simultaneity occurring within the sign

language discourse, the hand movement parameter may be mirrored on both hands. A movement shall

therefore have the same configuration on both the dominant and the non-dominant hand. We provide

for this by including a hand movement “mode” attribute within our XML <HMMode>. The mode is

initialised to “mirrored”, when we have a simultaneous articulation. Otherwise, the hand movement

mode may be initialised to “unique”, wherein, both the dominant hand <dh> and the non-dominant

hand <ndh>, articulate varying hand movements on both hands. Table 10 illustrates the hand movement

mode attribute, while Example 17 provides the XML description for the Sign_A hand movement <HM>

parameter.

Table 10. Hand movement mode attribute
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Hand movement mode <HM_Mode> Description

Unique Hand movement shall have a varied configuration
on the dominant and the non-dominant hand.

Mirrored Hand movement shall have the same configuration
on both the dominant and the non-dominant hand.

Example 17

<HM>
<HAND></HAND>
<HS></HS>
<HM_Mode></HM_Mode><!--this can be initialised to unique,   mirrored etc-->
<wDef>

<wDef_i><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></wDef_i>
<wDef_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></wDef_n>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</wDef>
<w1>

<w1_i>><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></w1_i>
<w1_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></w1_n>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</w1>
<w2>

<w2_i>><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></w2_i>
<w2_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></w2_n>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</w2>
<w3>

<w3_i>><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></w3_i>
<w3_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></w3_n>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</w3>
<w4>

<w4_i>><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></w4_i>
<w4_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></w4_n>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</w4>

</HM>

3.1.4 Palm Orientation <PO>

This parameter refers to the orientation of the palm of the hand. Due to human skeletal constraints, the

palm orientation parameter also accounts for the orientation of the wrist and the forearm as these are

child nodes with regard to the orientation of the palm and are therefore constrained to reflect the same

orientation as the palm of the hand. The orientation parameter allows us to rotate the palm of the hand,

the wrist and the forearm around any of the x, y or z axis’ within 3D space, where x represents a value
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for the horizontal axis, y represents a value for the vertical axis and z represents a value for the axis of

depth. Example 18 provides the XML description of the palm orientation parameter.

Example 18

<PO>
<HAND></HAND>
<HS></HS>

<HM></HM>
<FA></FA>
<p_Def> <!--initial resting palm orientation-->

<pDef_i><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></pDef_i>
<pDef_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></pDef_n>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</p_Def>
<p1><!--orientation upwards from default position in degrees-->

<p1_i><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></p1_i>
<p1_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></p1_n>

<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>
</p1>
<p2><!--orientation downwards from default in degrees-->

<p2_i><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></p2_i>
<p2_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></p2_n>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</p2>
</PO>

3.1.5 Arm Movement <AM>

Murtagh (2019) reports that the arm of a signer can move freely within 3D space, from making circular

movements, which represents various morphological information, to moving outward from the signer

towards a locus or indeed towards a body anchored locus, located on the signer’s body. It is proposed

that the driver for the movement of both arms is set on the wrist. The fingers can be manipulated and

the handshape, hand movement and palm orientation can be manipulated, however, movement around

3D space shall be manipulated using the arm movement wrist driver <AM>. The arm movement

parameter provides a mode attribute, which may be set to a default location, representing any of the

body anchored locations or signing space locations illustrated in Table 11. This figure is taken from

Murtagh (2019). The XML Sign_A specification for the body anchored location parameters are illustrated

in Table 11. Section 4.4.1 provides an in-depth XML description of the body anchored <BA> location

element and its associated attributes.

Table 11. Body anchored location categories with subcategories, Murtagh (2019: 104 )

Location Subcategory
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<BHEAD>head hair, topHead, backHead, leftTemple,
rightTemple, leftEar, rightEar, leftCheek,
rightCheek, nose, chin, forehead, mouth,
frontNeck, backNeck, rightNeck, leftNeck

<BARM>arm rightShoulder, leftShoulder, rightUpper,
leftUpper, rightElbow, leftElbow, rightLower,
leftLower, rightWristTop, leftWristTop,
rightWristPalm, leftWristPalm,
rightWristRightSide, RightWristLeftSide,
LeftWristRightSide, LeftWristLeftSide

<BHAND>hand rightBack, leftBack, rightPalm, leftPalm,
rightIndexup, leftIndexUp, Lf1(x,y,z), Lf2(x,y,z),
Lf3(x,y,z), Lf4(x,y,z), Lt(x,y,z), Rf1(x,y,z),Rf2(x,y,z),
Rf3(x,y,z), Rf4(x,y,z), Rt(x,y,z)

<BTRUNK>trunk chestCentre, chestHeart, tummy

The arm movement parameter can also be set to move toward a specific location in 3D space. Murtagh

(2019) also provides a signing space allocation map, which is provided below in Figure 3. A locus within

3D space may be located within any of the default signing allocation map positions in 3D space. L1 refers

to the space directly in front of the signer.
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Figure 3. Sign_A computational signing space allocation map, Murtagh (2019: 106)

Table 12 illustrates the location categories for the signing location map, including the subcategory 3D
spatial locations.

Table 12. Sign_A signing space categories including subcategory descriptions

Location Subcategories

Loc2 Loc2_up, Loc2_mid, Loc2_low

Loc3 Loc3_up, Loc3_mid, loc3_low

Loc4 Loc4_up, Loc4_ mid, loc4_low

Loc5 Loc5_up, Loc5_ mid, loc5_low

Loc6 Loc6_up, Loc6_ mid, loc6_low

An example taken from the XML computational description for arm movement <AM>, towards a body

anchored head location <BHEAD> is provided in Example 19. Example 20 provides an illustration of a

populated body-anchored head location <BHEAD> of “left temple”.

Example 19

<AM>
<BA>

<BHEAD></BHEAD>
</BA>

<AM>

Example 20

<AM>
<BA>

<BHEAD> “leftTemple”, 20, 40, 900 </BHEAD
</BA>

<AM>

Evidence of mirrored movement in opposite directions can be found in ISL. An example of this, taken

from the Signs of Ireland (SOI) corpus (Leeson et al, 2006), is shown following, where the English

translation of the ISL sentence is: “He explored the area”.

Example 21
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_______________________________________________________puff cheeks

dh:V-CL+BENT +(f+MOVE-horizontal-circle +sl+horizontal orientation)

nh:V-CL+BENT +(f+MOVE-horizontal-circle +sr+orientation-sr+hi)

‘He explored the area’

SOI Corpus Orla (04) Personal Stories (Dublin)

To allow for this we include a “mirror opposite” mode, which allows for mirrored arm movement

(originating in the wrist), in opposite directions. Example 22 provides an illustration of this in XML.

Example 22

<MIRROROPP>
<EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</MIRROROPP>

As reported in Murtagh (2019: 135), with regard to hand movement, we also include an attribute for

“ARC”, which allows for the mechanism of marking for number or plurality. Multiple or collective marking

in ISL is represented by a smooth concave horizontal arc. Figure 4, from McDonnell (1996) illustrates this.

Figure 4. ISL non-specific plural: ‘(I told all of them)’, McDonnell (1996: 171)
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This plural may also be formed by a two-handed sign in which each hand replicates the same form. An

exhaustive plural where the action is allocated to each member of a group by a series of short convex

arcs and a sideward movement. An example of an ISL sentence to illustrate an exhaustive plural taken

from Leeson and Saeed (2012) would be: “I gave one to each of them”. The arc mode attribute <ARC>,

will allow for initialisation of the appropriate arc, either concave or convex and also allows for the

articulation of a series of arcs, which will create a repeated short arc like movement. The number of arcs

created within a given timeframe is also catered for. An example of the XML definition for arm

movement relating to an arc attribute is provided in Example 23.

Example 23

<ARC>
<ARCMODE></ARCMODE>
<REPEAT></REPEAT>
<EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</ARC>

Table 13 illustrates the various arc modes associated with the arm movement <AM> element.

Table 13. Arc movement mode attributes

Arm movement arc mode Description

DH_ARConcave_RIGHT_LEFT Dominant hand shall create a concave arc
movement from right of signer to left of signer, in
front of signer’s body.

DH_ARConcave_LEFT_RIGHT Dominant hand shall create a concave arc
movement from left of signer to right of signer, in
front of signer’s body.

DH_ARConvex_RIGHT_LEFT Dominant hand shall create a convex arc movement
from right of signer to left of signer, in front of
signer’s body.

DH_ARConvex_LEFT_RIGHT Dominant hand shall create a convex arc movement
from left of signer to right of signer, in front of
signer’s body.

ARConcaveMIRROR_EXTEND_CENTRE Dominant and non-dominant hands shall
simultaneously create a concave arc movement.
This will begin with both wrists situated to the right
and left of the signer’s body, in mirrored locations.
The concave arc ends with both wrists in proximity
centred in front of the signer’s body.
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ARConvexMIRROR_EXTEND_CENTRE Dominant and non-dominant hands shall
simultaneously create a convex arc movement. This
will begin with both wrists situated to the right and
left of the signer’s body, in mirrored locations. The
convex arc ends with both wrists in proximity
centred in front of the signer’s body.

ARConcaveMIRROR_CENTRE_EXTEND Dominant and non-dominant hands shall
simultaneously create a concave arc movement.
This will begin with both wrists situated in proximity
centred in front of the signer’s body. The concave
arc ends with both wrists situated to the right and
left of the signer’s body.

ARConvexMIRROR_CENTRE_EXTEND Dominant and non-dominant hands shall
simultaneously create a convex arc movement. This
will begin with both wrists situated to the right and
left of the signer’s body, in mirrored locations. The
convex arc ends with both wrists in proximity
centred in front of the signer’s body.

We provide for either one long convex or concave arc, or indeed a series of short convex or concave arcs

within arm movement, by including a “times” attribute within the mode, in which case the number 1 will

allow for one arc, two will allow for two arcs etc.

Example 24

<ARC>
< ARCMODE> “DH_ARConvex_LEFT_RIGHT” </ARCMODE>

<TIMES>4</TIMES>
<EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn>

<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>
</ARC>

Repetition of movement, which is used to mark for intensity (CRY++) and indeed plurality (BOYS) in ISL is

accounted for using repeat attribute <AMREPEAT>. This allows for an integer value representing the

number of repetitions. We also include a “tap” movement <TAP>, to allow for a tapping movement at a

particular location on the signer’s body or within 3D space.

Example 25

<TAP>
<TIMES></TIMES><!--taps "x" amount of times at a specific location -->

<LOCATION></LOCATION>
<EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn>

<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>
</TAP>
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Finally, a circling movement for the arm is also considered here. We refer to this as <AMcircle>. This

allows the arm to move in a 360 degree circular movement. We also provide for a simultaneous circling

movement to occur. Also taken into account there is the possibility that the circling movement may be

large or indeed small, and it may occur at various spatial locations.

Example 26

<AMcircle>
<SIZE></SIZE><!--This is used so that the arm can create a 360 degree circle or any part thereof -->
<LOCATION></LOCATION>
<AMcircle_i><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></AMcircle_i>
<AMcircle_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></AMcircle_n>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</AMcircle>

3.1.6 Forearm <FA>

The forearm parameter refers to the movement of the forearm in relation to the elbow joint. Murtagh

(2019) defines the forearm parameter as having movement along eight possible spatial parameters.

These are illustrated in Figure 5 below.

Figure 5 Forearm movement parameter in relation to the movement of the elbow joint, (Murtagh, 2019: 100)

The initial position of the forearm, fDef(x,y,z), which will be set to a default resting position parameter

for both the left and right forearms. This parameter will be over-written as the computational

phonological parameters within an utterance are realised, in which case any new value from point f1 to
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f8, illustrated in Figure 5, will then become the initial parameter and new values for f1 to f8 will be

initialised as necessary as an utterance is realised. The forearm movement can stop at any point along a

line for parameters f1 to f8. Forearm movement is constrained according to human skeletal and

muscular constraints.

Example 27

<fDef><!--Forearm can be populated with movement in any of the eight possible direction defined by
Sign_A -->

<fDef_i><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></fDef_i>
<fDef_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></fDef_n>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</fDef>
<f1>

<f1_i>><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></f1_i>
<f1_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></f1_n>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</f1>

<…><!—f1 to f8 are defined here within the XML description -->

3.1.7 Upper Arm <UA>

The upper arm parameter refers to the movement of the upper arm in relation to the shoulder joint.

Similar to the forearm parameter, we define 8 possible movement trajectories for this parameter. We

also include a circle attribute, which allows for 360 degree circular movement for the entire arm.

Example 28

<UA>
<HAND></HAND>
<HS></HS>
<HM></HM>
<AM></AM>
<FA></FA>
<uDef>

<uDef_i><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></uDef_i>
<uDef_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></uDef_n>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</uDef>
<u1>

<u1_i>><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></u1_i>
<u1_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></u1_n>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</u1>
<…><!—u1 to u8 are defined here within the XML description -->

<ucircle> <!--This is used so that the forearm can create a 360 degree circle or  any part thereof -->
<ucircle_i>><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></ucircle_i>
<ucircle_n><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn></ucircle_n>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</ucircle>
</UA>
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3.2 Non-Manual Feature XML Definition

Murtagh (2019) reports that NMFs or markers in signed languages refer to those meaningful units of the

visual-gestural language, which are used to convey additional information to the meaning being

expressed by manual handshapes. The existence of NMFs within signed languages has been well

documented by researchers, including Liddell (1978), Nolan (1993), Coerts (1990), Bellugi and Klima

(1990), Baker and Padden (1978). NMFs consist of various facial expressions such as eyebrow movement,

movement of the eyes, mouth patterns, blowing of the cheeks and also include head tilting and shoulder

movement. While NMFs are normally accompanied by a signed lexical item, they can be used to

communicate meaning independent of manual accompaniment.

NMFs will be described and accounted for in this section as an XML description. Throughout this section

of the document, we draw on the Sign_A framework computational phonological parameters (Murtagh,

2019) in the development of this XML specification.

3.2.1 Head <HEAD>

The head element <HEAD>, contains a <HEADMODE> attribute, this attribute can accept various actions

on the head, for example “nod”. Further actions for the head mode attribute are shown in Table 14.

Table 14. Sign_A head mode <HEADMODE> attribute

NMF Head <HEADMODE> attribute Description

nod Nodding movement of the head, downwards to
upwards at a specific intensity within a specific
period of time.

shake Shaking movement of the head, left to right at a
specific intensity (number of times) within a specific
period of time.

tiltR Tilting of the head towards the right shoulder of the
signer, at a specific intensity (number of times)
within a specific period of time.

tiltL Tilting of the head towards the left shoulder of the
signer, at a specific intensity (number of times)
within a specific period of time.

turnR Turning of the head towards the right shoulder of
the signer, at a specific intensity (number of times)
within a specific period of time.
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turnL Turning of the head towards the left shoulder of the
signer, at a specific intensity (number of times)
within a specific period of time.

The Sign_A XML definition for head is illustrated in Example 29.

Example 29

<NMF>
<HEAD>

<HEADMODE></HEADMODE>
<TIMES></TIMES>
<EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn>

<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>
</HEAD>

<…>
</NMF>

3.2.2 Eyebrow <EB>

The eyebrow element <EB>, contains a <EBMODE> attribute, this attribute can accept various actions on

the eyebrows, for example “frown”. Further actions for the eyebrow mode attribute are shown in Table

15.

Table 15. Sign_A eyebrow mode <EBMODE> attribute

NMF Eyebrow <EBMODE> attribute Description

neutral Both eyebrows are in a neutral position.

frown Both eyebrows are in a frown position.

arch Both eyebrows are in an arched position.

raiseRight Right eyebrow is raised, with the left one remaining
natural.

raiseLeft Left eyebrow is raised, with the right one remaining
natural.

The Sign_A XML definition for eyebrow is illustrated in Example 30.

Example 30

<EB>
<EBMODE></EBMODE>
<TIMES></TIMES>
<EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</EB>
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3.2.3 EyeLid <EL>

The eyelid element <EL>, contains a <ELMODE> attribute, this attribute can accept various actions on the

eyelids, for example “squint”. Further actions for the eyelid mode attribute are shown in Table 16.

Table 16. Sign_A eyelid mode <ELMODE> attribute

NMF Eyelid <ELMODE> attribute Description

neutral Both eyelids are in a neutral (open) position.

openWide Both eyelids are opened wide.

squint Both eyelids are in a squinted position.

blink Both eyelids blink simultaneously.

closed Both eyes are closed simultaneously.

closedRight The right eyelid is closed.

closedLeft The left eyelid is closed.

The Sign_A XML definition for eyelid is illustrated in Example 31.

Example 31

<EL>
<ELMODE></ELMODE>
<TIMES></TIMES>
<EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</EL>

3.2.4 Eye Gaze <EG>

The eye gaze element <EG> contains various attributes associated with both spatial and body anchored

locations. The specification for these locations can be found in section 3.3. Table 17 provides various

locations in space that the eyes can gaze or look towards. The eye gaze element <EG> contains various

attributes associated with locations in 3D space and also upon the signer’s body. These attributes will be

used to accommodate eye gaze within the Sign_A framework, catering for all of the various anchor

points or locations.

Table 17. Sign_A eye gaze locations

NMF Eye gaze location Description

neutral Eye gaze is neutral, looking directly ahead (forward).
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left Eye gaze is towards the left of the signing space.

right Eye gaze is towards the right of the signing space.

up Eye gaze is upwards in the signing space.

down Eye gaze is downwards in the signing space.

leftUp Eye gaze is left-upwards in the signing space.

leftDown Eye gaze is left-downwards in the signing space.

rightUp Eye gaze is right-upwards in the signing space.

rightDown Eye gaze is right-downwards in the signing space.

Location Eye gaze is toward a specific location within the
signing space.

followDHand Eye gaze is toward the dominant hand.

followNDHand Eye gaze is toward the non-dominant hand.

The Sign_A XML definition for eye gaze is illustrated in Example 32.

Example 32

<EG>
<BARM></BARM>
<BHAND></BHAND>
<BTRUNK></BTRUNK>
<L1></L1>
<Upper></Upper>
<Mid></Mid>
<Lower></Lower>
<EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</EG>

3.2.5 Cheek <CHEEK>

The cheek element <CHEEK>, contains a <CHKMODE> attribute. This attribute can accept various actions

on the cheeks, for example “suck_in”. Further actions for the cheek mode attribute <CHKMODE> are

shown in Table 18.

Table 18. Sign_A cheek mode <CHKMODE> attribute

NMF CHEEK <CHKMODE> attribute Description

neutral Cheeks are in a neutral position.
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suck_in Both cheeks are sucked inward.

blow_out Both cheeks are blown outward.

rightChk_blow_out Right cheek is blown outward.

leftChk_blow_out Left cheek is blown outward.

The Sign_A XML definition for cheek is illustrated in Example 33.

Example 33

<CHEEK>
<CHKMODE></CHKMODE>
<EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</CHEEK>

3.2.6 Mouth <MOUTH>

The mouth element <MOUTH>, contains a <MTHMODE> attribute. This attribute can accept various

actions on the mouth, for example “open”. Further actions for the mouth mode attribute <MTHMODE>

are shown in Table 19.

Table 19. Sign_A mouth mode <MTHMODE> attribute

NMF Mouth <MTHMODE> attribute Description

neutral Mouth is in a neutral position.

open_wide Mouth is open wide.

closed_tight Mouth is closed tight.

smile_teeth Mouth is smiling and showing teeth.

smile_teeth_wide Mouth is smiling widely and showing teeth.

smile_closed Mouth is smiling and closed.

round_open Mouth is rounded and open.

round_closed Mouth is rounded and closed.

The Sign_A XML definition for cheek is illustrated in Example 34.

Example 34

<MOUTH>
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<MTHMODE></MTHMODE>
<EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</MOUTH>

3.2.7 Tongue <TNG>

The tongue element <TNG>, contains a <TNGMODE> attribute. This attribute can accept various actions

on the tongue, for example “in”. Further actions for the tongue mode attribute <TNGMODE> are shown

in Table 20.

Table 20. Sign_A tongue mode <TNGMODE> attribute

NMF Tongue <TNGMODE> attribute Description

in Tongue is in the mouth.

out_pointed12 Tongue is pointed and is slightly extended to
protrude from the signer’s mouth.

out_pointed2 Tongue is pointed and is extended to a medium
extent to protrude from the signer’s mouth.

out_pointed3 Tongue is pointed and is fully extended to protrude
from the signer’s mouth.

out_rounded1 Tongue is rounded and is slightly extended to
protrude from the signer’s mouth.

out_rounded2 Tongue is rounded and is extended to a medium
extent to protrude from the signer’s mouth.

out_rounded3 Tongue is rounded and is fully extended to protrude
from the signer’s mouth.

The Sign_A XML definition for tongue <TNG> is illustrated in Example 35.

Example 35

<TNG>
<TNGMODE></TNGMODE>
<EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</TNG>

2 With regard to the tongue phonological parameter, the values 1, 2 and 3 in relation to protrusion define the percentage of the
tongue, which will protrude past the lips. 1 represents 10%, 2 represents 60 % and 3 represents 100% protrusion.
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3.2.8 Nose <NOSE>

The nose element <NOSE>, contains a <NOSEMODE> attribute. This attribute can accept various actions

on the nose, for example “crinkle”. Further actions for the nose mode attribute <NOSEMODE> are shown

in Table 21.

Table 21. Sign_A nose mode <NOSEMODE> attribute

NMF Nose <NOSEMODE> attribute Description

neutral Nose is in a neutral expression.

crinkle Nose is in a crinkled expression.

flare Nose is in a flared expression.

The Sign_A XML definition for nose <NOSE> is illustrated in Example 36.

Example 36

<NOSE>

<NOSEMODE></NOSEMODE>
<EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</NOSE>

3.2.9 Shoulder <SHOULDER>

The shoulder element <SHOULDER>, contains a <SHOULDERMODE> attribute. This attribute can accept

various actions on the shoulders, for example “up”. Further actions for the shoulder mode attribute

<SHOULDERMODE> are shown in Table 22.

Table 22. Sign_A shoulder mode <SHOULDERMODE> attribute

NMF Shoulder <SHOULDERMODE> attribute Description

neutral Both shoulders are in a neutral and relaxed position.

up Both shoulders are in a position upward from
neutral.

rightShldrUp Right shoulder is in a position upward from neutral.

leftShldrUp Left shoulder is in a position upward from neutral.

The Sign_A XML definition for shoulder <SHOULDER> is illustrated in Example 37.
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Example 37

<SHOULDER>

<SHOULDERMODE></SHOULDERMODE>
<EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</SHOULDER>

3.2.10 Mouthing <MOUTHING>

The mouthing element <MOUTHING>, which pertains to mouth patterns derived from spoken language,

contains various attributes. These attributes can accept various mouthing actions. While this element is

likely to be adapted as we progress with our linguistic analysis of the various SLs catered for within the

SignON project, in this initial submission for the XML definition of Sign_A, we will accommodate a

mouthing attribute that occurs as a one-to-one mapping between the noun or verb signed and the noun

or verb mouthed.

In future deliverables, we must also accommodate various other linguistic phenomena associated with

mouthing. In particular, with regard to the linguistic analysis of ISL, we must provide for occurrences that

have a mouthed word and a sign which are only semantically related. We must also consider the

accommodation of mouthing with manual adjectives and adverbials. Fitzgerald (2014) also reports on

occurrences of mouthing, where classifier constructions are accompanied by the mouthing of a verb.

Various other phenomena reported by Fitzgerald (2014) include: occurrences of mouthing with different

types of constructed speech and also fingerspelled words that are combined with mouthings. Future

iterations of the Sign_A XML description will provide due consideration and accommodation to these SL

linguistic phenomena.

A specification for these mouthing actions with their associated descriptions is illustrated in Table 23.

Table 23. Sign_A mouthing mode <MOUTHINGMODE> attribute

NMF Mouthing <MOUTHINGMODE> attribute ISL Mouthing Description

NOUN_ONE_TO_ONE Mouthing that occurs as a one-to-one
mapping between the noun signed and the
noun mouthed.

VERB_ONE_TO_ONE Mouthing that occurs as a one-to-one
mapping between the verb signed and the
verb mouthed.
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SEM_WORD_SIGN Mouthing where a mouthed word and a
sign are only semantically related.

MOUTHING_ADJECTIVE Mouthing that occurs with manual
adjectives.

MOUTHING_ADVERB Mouthing that occurs with manual
adverbials.

MOUTHING_CLASSIFIER Mouthing where classifier constructions
are accompanied by the mouthing of a verb

MOUTHING_CONSTRUCTED_SPEECH Mouthing that occurs with different types
of constructed speech

MOUTHING_FINGER_SPELL Mouthing that occurs with fingerspelled
words

The Sign_A XML definition for mouthing <MOUTHING> is shown below. We will include an International

Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) description of the respective nouns and verbs within the lexicon to cater for the

one-to-one mapping between the sign and the respective noun or verb mouthed.

Example 38

<MOUTHING>
<NOUN_ONE_TO_ONE><NOUNIPA> </NOUNIPA></NOUN_ONE_TO_ONE>
<VERB_ONE_TO_ONE><VERBIPA></VERBIPA></VERB_ONE_TO_ONE>
<EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</MOUTHING>

3.2.11 Mouth Gesture <MOUTHGESTURE>

Sutton-Spence (2007) describes mouth gestures as “idiomatic gestures produced by the mouth, which

cannot be traced back to spoken language”. According to Fitzgerald (2014), within ISL, an adverbial type

(A-type) mouth gesture may occur, wherein the signer feels that he/she ought to show the manner in

which a particular action is carried out. Fitzgerald reports that there are four special manner markers in

ISL, which can be termed non-manual markers. These non-manual markers are labelled according to the

mouth patterns employed in their articulation. Table 24 illustrates the four non-manual manner markers

reported by O’Baoill & Matthews (2000:162) for ISL and provides a description of the manner denoted

by each.

Table 24. ISL mouth gestures or non-manual markers
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ISL Mouth Gestures or Non-Manual Manner Markers Manner Denoted

“ee” Intense

“th” Clumsy

“oo” Thin or delicate

“um” Disappearing

“cs” Proximity in time and space

The mouth gesture element <MOUTHGESTURE>, which denotes mouth patterns that are not derived

from spoken language, contains a <MOUTHGESTUREMODE> attribute. This attribute can accept various

adverbial mouth gesture actions, for example “ee”.

The Sign_A XML definition for mouth gesture <MOUTHGESTURE> is illustrated below.

Example 39

<MOUTHGESTURE>

<MOUTHGESTUREMODE></MOUTHGESTUREMODE >
<EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn>
<TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn>

</MOUTHGESTURE>

3.3 Location XML Definition

Murtagh (2019) reports that the location where a sign is realised within the 3D space is significant with

regard to the syntax and semantics within SL. Matthews (1996) provides the ISL examples of MY and

STUPID as an example of minimal pairs, where the feature that changes meaning is location. MY has the

signer’s chest as a location, whereas STUPID has the forehead as a location. In these two examples the

handshape used is the same and the feature that changes meaning is the location where the sign is

articulated.

The Sign_A framework takes into account five different body anchored spatial locations: the head, the

arms, the trunk, the hands and the spatial area around the signer’s body. For the purpose of

computational modelling, we divide the body anchored locations into a separate category to the spatial

signing space locations.

3.3.1 Body Anchored Head <BHEAD>

<LOCATION>
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<BA>
<BHEAD>
<hair><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></hair>

<topHead><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></topHead>
<backHead><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></backHead>
<leftTemple><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></leftTemple>

<rightTemple><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></rightTemple>
<leftEar><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></leftEar>
<rightEar><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></rightEar>
<leftCheek><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></leftCheek>
<rightCheek><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></rightCheek>

<nose><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></nose>

<chin><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></chin>
<foreHead><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></foreHead>
<mouth><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></mouth>
<frontNeck><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></frontNeck>
<backNeck><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></backNeck>
<rightNeck><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></rightNeck>
<leftNeck><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></leftNeck>

</BHEAD>
<…>
</LOCATION>

3.3.2 Body Anchored Arm <BARM>

<BARM>

<rightShoulder><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn> </rightShoulder>

<leftShoulder><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></leftShoulder>
<rightUpper><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></rightUpper>
<leftUpper><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></leftUpper>
<rightElbow><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></rightElbow>
<leftElbow><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></leftElbow>
<rightLower><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></rightLower>
<leftLower><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></leftLower>
<rightWristTop><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></rightWristTop>
<leftWristTop><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></leftWristTop>
<rightWristPalm><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></rightWristPalm>
<leftWristPalm><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></leftWristPalm>
<rightWristRightSide><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></rightWristRightSide>
<rightWristLeftSide><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></rightWristLeftSide>
<leftWristRightSide><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></leftWristRightSide>
<leftWristLeftSide><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></leftWristLeftSide>

</BARM>

3.3.3 Body Anchored Hand <BHAND>

<BHAND>
<rightBack><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></rightBack>

<leftBack><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></leftBack>
<rightPalm><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></rightPalm>
<leftPalm><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></leftPalm>
<rightIndexUp><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></rightIndexUp>

<leftIndexUp><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></leftIndexUp>
<Lf1><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></Lf1>
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<Lf2><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></Lf2>
<Lf3><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></Lf3>
<Lf4><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></Lf4>
<Lt><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></Lt>
<Rf1><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></Rf1>
<Rf2><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></Rf2>
<Rf3><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></Rf3>
<Rf4><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></Rf4>
<Rt><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></Rt>

</BHAND>

3.3.4 Body Anchored Trunk <BTRUNK>

<BTRUNK>
<chestCentre><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></chestCentre>
<chestHeart><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></chestHeart>

<tummy><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></tummy>
</BTRUNK>

3.3.5 Signing Space Location Map <SPATIAL>

<SPATIAL>
<L1><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></L1>
<Upper>

<L2_Upper><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></L2_Upper>
<L3_Upper><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></L3_Upper>
<L4_Upper><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></L4_Upper>

<L5_Upper><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></L5_Upper>
<L6_Upper><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></L6_Upper>

</Upper>

<Mid>
<L2_Mid><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></L2_Mid>
<L3_Mid><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></L3_Mid>
<L4_Mid><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></L4_Mid>
<L5_Mid><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></L5_Mid>
<L6_Mid><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></L6_Mid>

</Mid>

<Lower>
<L2_Lower><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></L2_Lower>
<L3_Lower><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></L3_Lower>
<L4_Lower><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></L4_Lower>
<L5_Lower><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></L5_Lower>
<L6_Lower><EDti></EDti><EDtn></EDtn><TLti></TLti><TLtn></TLtn></L6_Lower>

</Lower>
</SPATIAL>
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3.4 Temporal Feature Definition

3.4.1 Event Duration <EDtn>

Murtagh (2019) proposes that a parameter, termed event duration, will be used as a metadata repository

pertaining to timing or temporal information. The event duration parameter is used as an attribute

within the Sign_A framework together with each distinct phonological parameter, for both MF and NMF.

It will function linguistically at the morphological-phonological interface, defining the duration or time

taken for any given MF or NMF phonological parameter to be realised. The visual gestural realisation of

an ISL MF and NMF phonological parameter is considered to be an event within the Sign_A

computational framework. The realisation of each event has a specific duration bound to it. This can be

referred to as an event duration <EDtn>. The event duration parameter is used to allow us to synchronise

the timing information relating to when each distinct MF or NMF phonological parameter, providing

information on when an event may execute along a larger timeline parameter. Due to the visual gestural

nature of sign language and the fact that parameters for MFs and NMFs may be articulated

simultaneously along a timeline to articulate an utterance, the event duration parameter plays an

essential role within the Sign_A framework. The eventDuration <EDtn> parameter of each MF and NMF

phonological parameter will be executed in relation to the timing information of the entire utterance or

the timeline parameter <TLtn>.

The following example provides an XML description for the event duration timeline parameter, where

the initial eventDuration <EDti> element is responsible for storing the event start time in relation to the

timeline parameter <TLtn> and end event duration element <EDtn> is responsible for storing the actual

duration that a phonological parameter will play out for.

Example 40

<EDti></EDti> <!--time relative to the timeline -->
<EDtn></EDtn> <!--time relative to the timeline -->

3.4.2 Timeline <TLtn>

The timeline parameter <TLtn> refers to a linear timeline representing the overall time taken from the

moment an ISL utterance begins until the moment an entire utterance or articulation is completed or

terminates. An utterance refers in this case to an ISL lexeme, phrase or sentence that communicates

something meaningful. The timeline parameter will play a central role within our computational

framework as it is responsible for synchronisation and keeping track of the sequence in which each

phonological parameter event will be realised. The timeline parameter will track temporal information to
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every phonological parameter defining at which point along the overall timeline any given phonological

parameter or event may be realised. This parameter will allow us to synchronise the order in which each

parameter will be articulated and also allow for the concurrent or simultaneous articulation of

parameters when this is necessary.

Due to the visual gestural modality of ISL within 3D space, the event duration and timeline parameters

are central components of our computational framework, providing essential temporal information that

is relevant and bound to every phonological parameter. These parameters will enable the realisation of a

credible, plausible and comprehensible ISL utterance articulated in 3D space by an avatar.

The example below provides an XML description for the timeline parameter <TLtn>, where the initial

timeline <TLti> element is responsible for providing the event duration start time <EDti>. This value is

used as input to the initial event duration <EDti> and is used to allow for synchronisation. The end

timeline element <TLtn> is responsible for storing the overall duration that an entire utterance will take.

Example 41

<TLti></TLti>
<TLtn></TLtn>

4. Conclusion and further considerations

The SL lexicon architecture introduced here is defined based on the linguistic analysis of ISL. In the

development of the lexicon entries for ISL verbs, nouns and classifiers, it is initially assumed here that

the input language will be English. It is proposed that for each respective SL within the SignON project

will be assigned their own SL lexicon, which will be developed based on the linguistic analysis of that SL.

Polysemy is of course a critical issue within the realm of natural language processing, since it raises the

very challenging problem of word sense ambiguity. The notion of polysemy has been considered within

the development of this lexicon architecture. Polysemous signs do exist within ISL. Some examples of

these include the sign for SINGLE/SOMEONE, AFFECT/ANNOY, WORRY/CONCERN, WAG-FINGER (give

out)/CAUTION (Murtagh, 2019: 50). Separate noun and verb lexicons will reside within the SL

architecture and a definition allowing for the representation of both the noun and verb sense of the

lexeme will be used to cater for this linguistic phenomenon. Future work on this topic will include

defining the distinct senses a lexeme has, defining how these senses are related and also defining how

they can be reliably distinguished.

Further work in terms of linguistic analysis on SLs, must include further study on yes/no questions,

topic-comment structure, negation and classifiers.
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Further work in relation to the SL lexicon will include bridging the divide with the natural language

understanding (NLU) pipeline and the machine translation approach used here. One possible solution to

bridging the divide with the SL lexicon is to implement a language ontology approach at a higher level

within the system. This would provide a mapping of language entities to a conceptual description. This

would pave the way to linking for example the conceptual definition of an entity to the translation of this

word into ISL, BSL or indeed any other SL.

Next steps in the development of the ISL lexicon involves mapping out the operations on the lexicon as

an abstract data type. We can then employ a computational data structure to implement these

operations. With regard to the phonetic inventory of ISL and the 79 handshapes, work must be carried

out to prepare an XML definition of these that can interface with the SL avatar. The definition of these

handshapes are dependent on parameters associated with the avatar, and therefore the specification for

these must be developed in close contact with the team in WP5.

With regard to SL mouthing, we have introduced a new parameter, which will accept a phonetic

description of the SL gloss. Further work will be needed to compile an inventory of International

Phonetic Alphabet descriptions and implement this within the lexicon.
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